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Abstract

Referring Expression Segmentation (RES) is a widely ex-
plored multi-modal task, which endeavors to segment the
pre-existing object within a single image with a given lin-
guistic expression. However, in broader real-world scenar-
ios, it is not always possible to determine if the described
object exists in a specific image. Generally, a collection
of images is available, some of which potentially contain
the target objects. To this end, we propose a more realistic
setting, named Group-wise Referring Expression Segmen-
tation (GRES), which expands RES to a group of related
images, allowing the described objects to exist in a subset
of the input image group. To support this new setting, we
introduce an elaborately compiled dataset named Grouped
Referring Dataset (GRD), containing complete group-wise
annotations of the target objects described by given expres-
sions. Moreover, we also present a baseline method named
Grouped Referring Segmenter (GRSer), which explicitly
captures the language-vision and intra-group vision-vision
interactions to achieve state-of-the-art results on the pro-
posed GRES setting and related tasks, such as Co-Salient
Object Detection and traditional RES. Our dataset and
codes are publicly released in https://github.com/shikras/d-
cube.

1. Introduction

Segmenting target objects described by users in a col-
lection of images is a fundamental but overlooked capabil-
ity that facilitates various real-world applications (as illus-
trated in Fig. 1), such as Internet images automatic label-
ing, multi-monitors joint event discovery, and mobile al-
bum retrieval. In recent years, Referring Expression Seg-
mentation (RES) has become a research hotspot with great
potentials to solve this demand. Various promising ap-
proaches [17, 38, 44, 6, 14] and datasets [21, 46, 36, 42]
have contributed to significant advancements in this field.

* Equal Contribution

Image Searcha person wearing a hat playing golf

“a vehicle damaged in a traffic accident”

Figure 1: Real-world applications of our proposed Group-
wise Referring Expression Segmentation (GRES) setting,
which facilitates Internet images automatic labeling (up-
per), multi-monitors joint event discovery (lower), etc.

However, the setting of RES is overly idealistic, which aims
to segment what has been known to exist in a single image.
This has restricted the practicality of RES in real-world sit-
uations, given that it is not always possible to determine if
the described object exists in a specific image. Generally, a
group of images is available, only some of which may po-
tentially contain the target objects.

To address this limitation, in this paper, we introduce
a new realistic setting, namely Group-wise Referring Ex-
pression Segmentation (GRES), and define it as segmenting
objects described in language expression from a group of
related images. Compared with traditional RES task, our
GRES setting get extended in two points: (a) tolerance for
negative images where no target object exists, and (b) si-
multaneous processing of a group of images. Note that the
application scope of GRES is the superset of RES, which
means (a) or (b) can be omitted based on the actual sce-
narios. Moreover, we establish the foundation of GRES
in two aspects: firstly, a baseline method named Grouped
Referring Segmenter (GRSer) that explicitly leverages lan-
guage and intra-group vision connections to obtain promis-
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Figure 2: Proposed GRD vs. RefCOCOg on the annotation
completeness and annotation fineness.

ing results, and secondly, a meticulously annotated dataset,
Group Referring Dataset (GRD), that ensures complete an-
notations of described objects across all images in a group.

Our proposed baseline method GRSer, illustrated in Fig.
3, facilitates a simultaneous processing of multiple input
images with an expression, and generates segmentation
masks for all described objects. We devise a Triphasic
Query Module (TQM), where the target objects not only
queried by linguistic features, but also by intra-group vi-
sual features. In contrast to segmenting based solely on lin-
guistic expression, querying target objects with intra-group
homo-modal visual features bridges the modal gap and as-
sembles a more precise target concept. In the proposed
Heatmap Hierarchizer, heatmaps generated by intra-group
visual querying are ranked based on their confidences, and
then jointly used to predict segmentation masks in condition
of the ranking priorities. Furthermore, we propose a mir-
ror training strategy and triplet loss to learn anti-expression
features, which are crucial for the TQM and Heatmap Hier-
archizer, and enable GRSer to comprehend the image back-
ground and negative samples. The promising performance
of GRSer makes it a strong research baseline for our pro-
posed GRES setting.

To facilitate the research in novel GRES setting, the
GRD dataset is introduced, which effectively overcomes the
incomplete annotation problem in current RES datasets [21,
46, 36]. For example, in Fig. 2 (a), RefCOCOg’s expression
of the 1st image also corresponds to objects in images 2, 3,
and 4, but the target objects are not annotated. This leads
to false positive samples during evaluation even though the

target objects are correctly segmented by the model. In con-
trast, in our GRD dataset, the described objects are com-
pletely annotated in all images across the dataset, including
images without the targets or with multiple targets. Addi-
tionally, GRD collects images from Internet search engines
by a group of keywords, where negative samples inherently
exist in each group, making them hard negatives and effec-
tively increasing the dataset’s difficulty. Finally, as shown in
Fig. 2 (b), compared with current RES datasets, GRD care-
fully labels details in segmentation masks, such as block-
ing and hollowing-out regions, which contributes to a more
objective and reliable evaluation efficacy for model perfor-
mances.

Our contributions can be summarized as:

• We formalize a Group-wise Referring Expression Seg-
mentation (GRES) setting over the RES task, which
advances user-specified object segmentation towards
more practical applications.

• To support GRES research, we present a meticulously
compiled dataset named GRD, possessing complete
group-wise annotations of target objects. The dataset
will also benefit various other vision-language tasks.

• Extensive experiments show the effectiveness and gen-
eralizability of our proposed baseline method GRSer,
which achieves SOTA results on the GRES and related
tasks, such as Co-Salient Object Detection and RES.

2. Related Work
2.1. Referring Expression Segmentation (RES)

RES aims to ground the target object in the given im-
age referred by the language and generate a correspond-
ing segmentation mask. Methods. A common approach
to solve RES is to first extract both vision and language
features, and then fuse the multi-modal features to pre-
dict the mask. Early methods [17, 25, 28] simply con-
catenate visual features and language features extracted by
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), respectively. Due to the breakthrough
of Transformer [41, 9, 31], a rich line of works begin to
explore its remarkable fusion power for multi-modality.
Some [43, 27, 38, 14, 6, 22, 44] conduct cross-model align-
ment based on Transformer, others [45, 34, 30, 35, 43]
adopt various attention mechanisms to achieve better fea-
ture weighting and fusing. There are some works to ex-
plore how to solve RES working with related tasks, such
as visual grounding [35, 24, 55, 29], zero/one-shot seg-
mentation [33], interactive segmentation [5], unified seg-
mentation [57], and referring expression generation [18].
Datasets. Several datasets have been introduced to eval-
uate the performance of RES methods, including Ref-
Clef [21], RefCOCO [46], RefCOCO+ [46], RefCOCOg
(G-Ref) [36], and PhraseCut [42]. RefClef, RefCOCO,
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and RefCOCO+ are collected interactively in a two-player
game, named ReferitGame [21], thus the given expressions
are more concise and less flowery. Among them, Ref-
COCO+ bans location words in expressions, making it more
challenging. RefCOCOg is collected non-interactively, re-
sulting in more complex expressions, often full sentences
instead of phrases. PhraseCut’s phases, consist of attribute,
category, and relationship, are automatically generated by
predefined templates and existing annotations from Visual
Genome [23]. The above datasets fail to serve as reliable
evaluation datasets for GRES setting due to their image-text
pairs are one-to-one matched, which leads to incomplete
annotation for target objects in unmatched images. More
datasets comparison can be found in Tab. 1.

2.2. Co-Salient Object Detection (Co-SOD)

Co-SOD is a recent research focus [50, 53, 20, 54, 49,
51, 13, 52, 12, 47, 56], aiming to discover the common se-
mantic objects in a group of related images. In this task,
the target object does not need to be specified by language
expression, while required to appear commonly in all im-
ages. Co-SOD methods need to perceive what the common
objects are from the pure visual modality, and then segment
them. Historically, researchers refer to Co-SOD as “detec-
tion”, but its outputs are actually segmentation maps. Meth-
ods. Recently, many impressive Co-SOD methods have
arisen, focusing primarily on obtaining co-representations
of common objects to guide target object segmentation. Co-
representations can be obtained through methods like fea-
ture concatenation [39], linear addition [54], channel shuf-
fling [53], graph neural networks [19, 51], and iterative pu-
rification [56]. There is also a body of research work fo-
cused on intra-group information exchange, such as using
pair-wise similarity map [20], dynamic convolution [52],
group affinity [13], and transformers [16, 37]. Moreover,
besides these central lines of exploring, efforts have been
made to enhance the Co-SOD model through data enhance-
ment [54, 52], training strategies [13, 47], adversarial at-
tack preventing [15]. Datasets. Co-SOD datasets include
iCoseg [1], MSRC [40], CoSal2015 [48], CoSOD3k [12],
and CoCA [54]. Early datasets such as iCoseg and MSRC
contain co-salient objects with similar appearance in similar
scenes. CoSal2015 and CoSOD3k are large-scale datasets,
featuring target objects with varying appearance in the same
category. CoCA, the latest dataset, presents a more chal-
lenging setting with at least one extraneous salient object in
each image, requiring the model to identify the target ob-
ject in cluttered scenes. Although the data sets have favor-
able grouping scenarios, they lack expressions and negative
samples, making them unsuitable for direct use as evalua-
tion dataset for GRES.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Overview

The pipeline of our Grouped Referring Segmenter
(GRSer) is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Given an expression
that specifies an object, a group of related images are pro-
cessed simultaneously, and then all corresponding pixel-
wise masks of the target object are output. In particular,
for the negative sample (i.e., image without target object),
its output mask is 0 mask. There are four modules in our
GRSer, including a multi-modal encoder, a triphasic query
module, a heatmap hierarchizer, and a mask predictor.
Text & Image Encoder. BERT [4] is employed to embed
the expression into linguistic features L ∈ RCl , where Cl

is the number of channels for the language feature. Mean-
while, we construct an anti-expression by adding a prefix
<no> to the given expression, which is embedded as lin-
guistic anti-features Lanti ∈ RCl . We follow LAVT [44]
to perform visual encoding to obtain visual features Vn ∈
RCv×H×W for each image xn in the group (n = 1, . . . , N ),
where N is the number of images in one group, and Cv , H ,
and W denote the channel number, height, and width, re-
spectively.
TQM & Heatmap Hierarchizer. The language-vision and
intra-group vision-vision semantic relations are explicitly
captured in proposed TQM (Sec. 3.2) to produce heatmaps,
which reflect the spatial relation between linguistic and
intra-group visual features. And these heatmaps are ranked
and rearranged in heatmap hierarchizer (Sec. 3.3) accord-
ing to their importance with the expression to better activate
their locating capability for mask prediction.
Mask Predictor. The well-ranked heatmaps are concate-
nated with visual features Vn to obtain the triphasic fea-
tures zn, which integrates the discriminative cues of tar-
get object in TQM and heatmap hierarchizer. zn is used
to distinguish positive or negative samples, and predict the
segmentation masks. In inference, the positive distance
dpos = d(zn,L) and negative distance dneg = d(zn,L

anti)
are computed, where the Euclidean Distance d(·) is applied.
If dpos +m < dneg (m is the margin value), then image xn

is recognized as a positive sample, and its zn is then trans-
mitted to the decoder to output segmentation mask. If not,
0 mask is reassigned as negative output.

3.2. Triphasic Query Module (TQM)

Due to the inherent modality gap, directly querying ob-
jects through linguistic features often results in rougher
language-activated heatmaps (e.g., the 2nd image in the
bottom row of Fig. 4). We resort to intra-group homo-
modal visual features to act as “experts”, offering suggested
heatmaps from their perspectives. To this end, we devise
the TQM, where “triphasic” means that the target object not
only queried by linguistic features, but also by intra-group
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Figure 3: The pipeline of proposed GRSer. First, grouped input images, given an expression together with its anti-
expression (<no> prefix added), are encoded by image and text encoder, respectively, and fed into a triphasic query module
(TQM), to generate a set of heatmaps that indicate the most discriminating region in the visual feature map responding to the
target object. Next, these heatmaps are rearranged according to their correlation with the description, and then concatenated
with visual features for mask prediction. In training, triplet loss and segmentation loss are both applied, and a mirror training
strategy (dotted line) is introduced to better comprehend the anti-expression and image background. In inference, the mirror
training will be discarded, and images close to the anti-expression are reassigned 0 masks.

homo-modal visual features.
In the right top of Fig. 3, we take one image xn as an

example to illustrate the detailed process. First, in order
to detect the most discriminating region in the visual fea-
ture map responded to the referring expression, a language-
activated heatmap Ml

n ∈ RH×W is generated. Specifi-
cally, the cosine similarity is computed between the flat-
tened visual features Vn ∈ RCv×HW and linguistic fea-
tures L′ = ωl(L) ∈ RCv , where a 1 × 1 convolution layer
ωl with Cv number of output channels are deployed to align
the cross-modal features. This is denoted as

Ml
n =

VT
n · L′

∥Vn∥ ∥L′∥
. (1)

Second, Ml
n is element-wise multiplied with visual features

Vn, and the output features are averaged along spatial di-
mension (i.e., H × W ) with mask average pooling to gen-
erate a prototype pn ∈RCv corresponding to image xn, as

pn = avg(Ml
n ⊙Vn), (2)

where Ml
n is broadcast to the same size as Vn, and ⊙ de-

notes the element-wise multiplication. In this manner, a

group of prototypes {pi}Ni=1 is generated, with each proto-
type corresponding to one image from a group. Intuitively,
the prototype integrates visual features of the target object.

Next, the intra-group queries are conducted between cur-
rent image xn and a group of prototypes, and these pro-
totypes serve as “experts” to provide localization heatmap
suggestions from their perspectives.

In details, the cosine similarity is computed between the
flattened visual features Vn and each prototype pi from
{pi}Ni=1 one-by-one, and then produce N vision-activated
heatmaps Mv

n = {Mv
ni}Ni=1, as

Mv
ni =

VT
n · pi

∥Vn∥ ∥pi∥
, (3)

where n denotes the index of image in a group, and i de-
notes the index of prototype in a group. As shown in Fig.
4, these four Mv

ni (the 3rd - 6th in the bottom row) show
stronger locating capability than the Ml

n (the 2nd in the
bottom row), which thus provide more accurate guidance
for mask prediction.
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Figure 4: Visualizations of the prediction mask, feature maps, and heatmaps on an example from the G-RefCg test set.
The leftmost column demonstrates the input image, predicted mask (in yellow) and ground-truth mask (in green). In the
first row of other columns, we visualize the feature maps in decoder (i.e., Yi) activated by linguistic feature L, and feature
maps in decoder (i.e., Yanti

i ) activated by linguistic anti-feature Lanti in our proposed mirror training process (Sec. 3.4).
In the second and third row, we demonstrate the language-activated heatmap Ml (the one inside the solid green border) and
vision-activated heatmaps Mv (the others inside the dotted border) . Note that the raw order of heatmaps are shown in the
second row, and the well-ranked heatmaps are demonstrated in the third row. Best viewed in color.

3.3. Heatmap Hierarchizer

Considering that the vision-activated heatmaps sug-
gested by “experts” from TQM can be uneven, especially
when there are negative samples. For example, in Fig. 4,
prototypes come from negative samples tend to generate
counterfactual localization heatmaps (the 7th - 10th in the
bottom row). We need experts to give confidence of their
suggestions to determine the heatmap priority in following
prediction. To this end, we propose a heatmap hierarchizer
to rank and rearrange these vision-activated heatmaps based
on a confidence evaluation strategy.

To get the rank of different heatmaps, we define a scor-
ing criterion based on the multi-modal representation dis-
tance. Specifically, we compute the Euclidean Distance [7]
between each prototype from the group {pi}Ni=1 and lin-
guistic features L to get the positive score {sposi }Ni=1.
Negative score {snegi }Ni=1 is also obtained by computing
Euclidean Distance between {pi}Ni=1 and linguistic anti-
features Lanti. In this way, a smaller sposi indicates that
the prototype pi gets closer to the target object, which
means its corresponding generated heatmap Mv

ni is more
reliable. Inversely, a smaller snegi indicates the prototype
pi fits the background (i.e., outside of the target object in
a image) better. Then, we obtain the positive rank Rpos

and negative rank Rneg for N vision-activated heatmaps
Mv

n = {Mv
ni}Ni=1, according to corresponding positive

score sposi (from smallest to largest) and negative score snegi

(from largest to smallest), respectively. The positive rank
Rpos and negative rank Rneg are summed as the final rank
to rearrange Mv

n by

M
v

n = rearrange (Mv
n|Rpos +Rneg), (4)

where rearrange(·) means changing the channel-wise or-

der of these stacked heatmaps. These heatmaps are then
concatenated with visual features Vn to get triphasic fea-
tures zn for mask prediction. In Fig. 4, it can be seen
that heatmaps with lower confidence (generated by negative
samples) are relegated to the back after rearrangement.

3.4. Training Objectives

Training with Negative Samples. For training, we set the
ratio between positive samples xpos (i.e., image containing
target object referred by the expression) and negative sam-
ples xneg (i.e., noisy image where no target object exists)
in each image group as 1 : 1. The training objectives are
twofold: (1) Triplet margin loss to empower model with
recognition ability for negative samples; (2) Cross-entropy
loss to optimize the model’s segmentation performance.
Triplet Margin Loss. The goal of triplet margin loss [8] is
to bring closer together the anchor and the positive exam-
ple, while pull the anchor from the negative example away,
as is illustrated in Eq. 5. The Euclidean Distance d(·) is
applied, and m is the margin value. For a positive sample
xpos, its triphasic features zn is regarded as the anchor, and
linguistic features L and anti-features Lanti are regarded as
the positive and negative examples, respectively. And for a
negative sample xneg , Lanti and L are regarded as its posi-
tive and negative examples instead. The triplet margin loss
is computed as

Ltri=

{
max

(
d(zn,L)−d(zn,L

anti)+m, 0
)

for xpos

max
(
d(zn,L

anti)−d(zn,L)+m, 0
)

for xneg
(5)

Mirror Training Strategy. To further force our model
to comprehend the semantics contained in linguistic anti-
features Lanti, we design a mirror training strategy. In-
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tuitively, linguistic anti-features represent the opposite se-
mantics of the given expression, and thus we explicitly re-
late the linguistic anti-features to the image background
(i.e., outside of the target object in an image). Specifically,
during training, on the basis of original pipeline, we add an
additional mirror one that swaps the roles of L and Lanti,
and corresponding ground-truth mask is replaced with the
background (i.e., 1−Y, where Y denotes the ground-truth
mask for the target object). As shown in the first row of
Fig. 4, the feature maps (i.e., Yanti

i ) in decoder activated
by Lanti exactly focus on the background outside of the
target object. The cross-entropy loss is applied for mirror
training, denoted as Lmirr

ce .
Objective Function. Note that only positive samples xpos

are included for computing cross-entropy loss, while all
samples (i.e., xpos and xneg) are used for computing triplet
margin loss. We adopt the increasing weighting strategy for
triplet margin loss to optimize the training process, by

L = Lce(Ŷ,Y) + λLmirr
ce (Ŷanti, 1−Y) +

t

T
Ltri, (6)

where t and T denote the current training epoch and to-
tal number of training epochs, respectively; λ is a hyper-
parameter to weigh the importance of mirror training strat-
egy; Ŷ denotes predicted mask referred by the expression,
and Ŷanti denotes predicted mask referred by the anti-
expression obtained in mirror training strategy.

4. Proposed Dataset
4.1. Dataset Highlights

Within a collection of images, for a given expression,
we label all described objects in all images without any
omission. This constitutes the fundamental attribute that
distinguishes GRD from its counterparts. For instance, as
shown in Fig. 2 (a), in RefCOCOg’s, for a given expression
“a black laptop”, the target object is only labeled in a sin-
gle image, while the same objects are not labeled in all other
images. This flaw renders the expression valid only in one
image, making other images in the dataset unsuitable as
negative samples. In addition to complete annotation, there
are also some features that make GRD exceptional. One is
that the images are collected in a group-wise manner, where
images in each group of GRD are related. Thus, even if the
described target does not appear on some images in a group,
the scenes behind these images are often close to the de-
scription, which makes our GRD dataset more challenging.
Additionally, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), our meticulous anno-
tations can lead to a more objective and precise evaluation
of model performance compared to current RES datasets.
More features can be found in Tab. 1. Thanks to these fea-
tures, GRD can help many other vision-language tasks, such
as RES, visual grounding, and grounding caption. GRD is
freely available for non-commercial research purposes.

Table 1: Valuable features bring by GRD dataset. “scene
grouping” means samples are grouped by similar scenes.
“complete annotation” means any object satisfying the
given description is annotated across dataset. In this case,
samples without the label for a specific expression could
be reliably considered as “certified negative samples” for
this expression. If there are “multiple referred objects” de-
scribed in an image, all of them are annotated without omis-
sion. “meticulous masks” are provided to fits the object per-
fectly, especially for the hollowed-out and blocking areas.
“object-centric” means the dataset concentrates on objects
rather than broad concepts like grass and sky. “avg. expres-
sion length” represents the average expression length. RC,
RC+, RCg, RCF, and PC denote RefCOCO, RefCOCO+,
RefCOCOg, RefClef, and PhaseCut, respectively.

RC RC+ RCg RCF PC GRD
scene grouping ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

complete annotation ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

certified neg. samples ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

multi. referred objects ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

meticulous masks ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

object-centric ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

avg. expression length 3.6 3.5 8.4 3.5 2.0 5.9

4.2. Construction Procedures
We collect images searching from Flickr1. If crawling di-

rectly according to the expression, we usually get the iconic
images, which appear in profile, unobstructed near the cen-
ter of a neatly composed photo. In order to meet the real
situation and increase the challenge, we employ the com-
bination of target keywords and scene keywords to crawl a
group of related images from search engines. Consequently,
the images involves intricate scenes, i.e., non-iconic im-
ages [26]. Then, for each group of images, we carefully
propose several related expressions to be annotated. The an-
nouncers will segment the objects in the group according to
these expressions, without excluding any referred objects.
This completeness allows our dataset to accurately assess
the model’s performance on negative samples. Each object
annotation takes an average of 3 minutes to precisely de-
fine edges and remove hollow areas, guaranteeing accurate
evaluation of model segmentation performances.

4.3. Datset Statistics.
The GRD dataset contains 10,578 images. It includes

106 scenes (groups), such as indoor, outdoor and sports
ground. Each group has around 100 images and 3 well-
designed expressions referring to various number of pos-
itive and negative samples. In total, the dataset is anno-

1https://www.flickr.com
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tated with 316 expressions, resulting in 31,524 positive or
negative image-text pairs. The expressions have an average
length of 5.9 words.

5. Experiments

5.1. Datasets and Metrics
To comprehensively evaluate GRSer’s performance,

apart from the proposed GRD, we also introduce RES and
Co-SOD datasets as supplements. For RES dataset (e.g.,
RefCOCO [46], RefCOCO+ [46], and RefCOCOg [36]),
given that there exist some repeated sentences in differ-
ent images, we reconstruct these datasets to the form of
“one sentence vs. a group of referred images”, named as
G-RefC, G-RefC+, and G-RefCg, with randomly sampled
negative samples from other groups. These re-built datasets
have 8717, 8020, and 2451 image groups, respectively, with
positive to negative sample ratio of 1 : 1 for both training
and inference. In our experiment, GRD and re-built RES
datasets are regarded as RES setting if the negative sam-
ples of the dataset are removed, otherwise it is the GRES
setting. Besides, we use the CoCA [54] dataset to evaluate
our model’s performance in Co-SOD task, where we take
category names as expression inputs.

We adopt the metric of mean intersection-over-union
(mIoU) for evaluating model’s performance in RES setting
with no negative samples included. When negative samples
are introduced, their corresponding ground-truth masks are
0 mask, where the originally defined mIoU is not valid (i.e.,
IoU ≡ 0, for the negative sample). Therefore, we define
an adapted metric mIoU to measure model performance on
both segmentation accuracy and recognition ability for neg-
ative samples. Specifically, the idea of confusion matrix is
adopted: for a true positive sample (TP), its IoU is calcu-
lated in the same way as the vanilla IoU; for a true negative
sample (TN), its IoU is set to 1; for a false positive sample
(FP) or false negative sample (FN), its IoU is set to 0. Then,
the IoU value of all m test samples are averaged to get the
mIoU, i.e., mIoU = 1

m

∑m
i=1 IoUi. Besides, for Co-SOD

task, common metrics of mean absolute error (MAE)[3],
maximum F-measure [2] (Fmax), S-measure [10] (Sα), and
mean E-measure [11] (Eξ) are adopted.

5.2. Implementation Details

The Transformer layers for visual encoding are initial-
ized with classification weights pre-trained on ImageNet-
22K from the Swin Transformer [31]. The language en-
coder is the base BERT [4] with 12 layers and hidden size
of 768 (i.e., Cl), which is implemented from Hugging-
Face’s Transformer library [41]. Cv is set to 512. Follow-
ing [31, 44], the AdamW optimizer [32] is adopted with
weight decay of 0.01. The initial learning rate is set to
0.00005 with polynomial learning rate decay. The model

is trained for 80 epochs with batch size of 4. Images are
resized to 416 × 416 and no data augmentations are em-
ployed. The size of input image group N is set to 8. The
margin value m is set to 1 in triplet margin loss.

5.3. Comparison with SOTA Methods

Results on the GRES Setting. In Tab. 2, we compare our
GRSer with other RES methods on the re-built G-RefC, G-
RefC+, G-RefCg, and our proposed GRD datasets. Specifi-
cally, negative samples are introduced to each image group
for both training and inference (see Sec. 5.1 for details),
where the adapted metric mIoU is used. Compared meth-
ods are implemented following their original paradigms to
input data in the form of “one image vs. one expression”.
The ground-truth for the negative sample is set as 0 mask.
Note that the proposed GRD dataset is only used for infer-
ence, and its corresponding train set is the combination of
train sets from G-RefC, G-RefC+ and G-RefCg. It can be
seen that our GRSer significantly outperforms other meth-
ods, and excels in recognition of negative samples, due to
our designed triplet loss and mirror training strategy, which
effectively optimize the multi-modal representation space.
Results on the RES Setting. In Tab. 2, we present the re-
sults in the conventional RES setting, where mIoU metric
is adopted. Here, no negative sample is included and all
images in a group do contain target objects. Similarly, our
GRSer outperforms all compared methods, particularly on
the more difficult G-RefCg and GRD dataset (the given ex-
pressions are complex and hard to understand by models).
It is the triphasic feature interations in TQM (Sec. 3.2) that
help our model comprehend the complex semantics of the
same object from different images in a group.
Results on the Co-SOD Task. In Tab. 3, we further com-
pare our GRSer with methods in the Co-SOD task on the
CoCA dataset, where metrics including mean absolute error
(MAE), maximum F-measure (Fmax), S-measure (Sα), and
mean E-measure (Eξ) are adopted. Our model is trained on
the combination of train sets from G-RefC, G-RefC+ and
G-RefCg. The given category names of CoCA are regarded
as expressions for grouped images during implementation.
It can be seen that our method also achieves remarkable per-
formances on this challenging real-world dataset.

5.4. Ablation Studies

Triphasic Query Module (TQM). We remove the pro-
posed TQM, and only a single language-activated heatmap
is concatenated with visual features and then fed to the mask
predictor. In Tab. 5, the removal of TQM leads to a mIoU
drop of 9.04% and 9.50% in G-RefCg and GRD, respec-
tively, validating the effects of TQM. Besides, we try dif-
fernt image numbers in one group. In Tab. 6, when increas-
ing the group size N , model performances get better.
Heatmap Hierarchizer (HMapHier). To explore the ef-
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Table 2: Quantitative comparisons with RES methods in terms of mean Intersection-over-Union (mIoU) for the RES
setting and our proposed mIoU for the GRES setting on the G-RefC, G-RefC+, G-RefCg, and our proposed GRD datasets.
The best results are marked in bold.

Method Pub GRES (with negative samples) RES (no negative samples)
G-RefC G-RefC+ G-RefCg GRD G-RefC G-RefC+ G-RefCg GRD

EFN CVPR21 [14] 25.42 22.32 20.77 15.29 63.52 55.37 52.88 31.57
VLT PAMI22 [6] 26.87 24.38 22.83 16.58 66.98 59.14 51.73 33.78
CRIS CVPR22 [38] 29.31 27.27 24.74 19.33 70.62 68.12 58.93 41.23
LAVT CVPR22 [44] 30.22 27.14 24.38 18.48 75.27 67.93 59.94 39.14
GRSer Ours 84.77 78.44 75.32 57.12 79.33 70.38 65.47 47.25

Table 3: Quantitative comparisons with Co-SOD methods in terms of mean absolute error (MAE)[3], maximum F-
measure [2] (Fmax), S-measure [10] (Sα), and mean E-measure [11] (Eξ) on the CoCA [54] dataset. “↑” means that the
higher the numerical value, the better the model performance, and vice versa for “↓”. The best results are marked in bold.

CSMG GCAGC GICD ICNet CoEG DeepACG GCoNet CADC CoRP GRSer
CVPR19 CVPR20 ECCV20 NeurIPS20 PAMI21 CVPR21 CVPR21 ICCV21 PAMI2023

OursMetric [50] [51] [54] [20] [12] [49] [13] [52] [56]

MAE ↓ 0.114 0.111 0.126 0.148 0.106 0.102 0.105 0.132 0.121 0.099
Fmax ↑ 0.499 0.517 0.513 0.514 0.493 0.552 0.544 0.548 0.551 0.562
Sα ↑ 0.627 0.666 0.658 0.657 0.612 0.688 0.673 0.681 0.686 0.712C

oC
A

Eξ ↑ 0.606 0.668 0.701 0.686 0.679 - 0.739 - 0.715 0.728

Table 4: Ablation studies of ranking criteria in heatmap hierarchizer on the G-RefCg and the proposed GRD datasets in
the GRES setting. (*) indicates default choices of our model. The best results are marked in bold.

Train Test G-RefCg GRD
mIoU Eξ Rneg mIoU Eξ Rneg

Random Random 68.92 0.554 89.12 50.73 0.475 75.38
Rpos +Rneg 68.42 0.550 88.74 50.24 0.470 73.37

Rpos +Rneg (*) Random 67.79 0.548 88.23 49.83 0.468 73.28
Rpos +Rneg (*) 75.32 0.572 95.25 57.12 0.515 81.09

Rpos Rpos 74.57 0.570 94.32 56.28 0.502 80.08
Rneg Rneg 73.79 0.563 94.53 56.37 0.507 80.23

Table 5: Ablation studies of main designs in our method
on G-RefCg and GRD datasets in the GRES setting.

G-RefCg GRD
mIoU Eξ Rneg mIoU Eξ Rneg

w/o. TQM 66.28 0.525 85.33 47.62 0.463 70.29
w/o. HMapHier 68.92 0.554 89.12 50.73 0.475 75.38
w/o. MirrorT 69.38 0.543 90.12 51.47 0.479 75.54
w/o. TriLoss 30.37 0.493 0 23.14 0.435 0
Full model 75.32 0.572 95.25 57.12 0.515 81.09

fects of the heatmap order in HMapHier, we experiment
with different ranking criteria. As shown in Tab. 4, re-
moving HMapHier (i.e., heatmap orders in both training and
testing are random) results in the mIoU drops of 6.40% and
6.39% in G-RefCg and GRD, respectively. Besides, incon-
sistent ranking criteria in training and testing resulted in in-
ferior performance. Also, using the combination of positive
rank Rpos and negative rank Rneg achieves the best results
compared to using a single-source criterion.

Table 6: Ablation studies of group size (N ) in TQM on G-
RefCg and GRD datasets in the GRES setting. (*) indicates
default choices of our model.

G-RefCg GRD
mIoU Eξ Rneg mIoU Eξ Rneg

N = 1 66.28 0.525 85.33 47.62 0.463 70.29
N = 3 72.98 0.559 92.38 54.89 0.484 78.23
N = 5 74.26 0.567 94.45 56.01 0.502 80.92
N = 8(*) 75.32 0.572 95.25 57.12 0.515 81.09

Mirror Training (MirrorT). In Tab. 5, removing MirrorT
leads to a mIoU drop of 5.94% and 5.65% in G-RefCg and
GRD, respectively. This is because MirrorT plays a vital
role in forcing model to comprehend the semantics con-
tained in anti-expressions, helping our GRSer to be better
aware of the image background and negative samples.
Triplet Margin Loss (TriLoss). Tab. 5 shows that TriLoss
is critical for GRSer when negative samples are included.
Without TriLoss, the recall of negative samples Rneg falls
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to 0 in both datasets, which means the model fails to recog-
nize negative samples and output non-zero predicted masks
for all images. TriLoss optimizes the multi-modal repre-
sentation distances during training and constructs a well-
distributed representation space that helps our model to dis-
tinguish between positive and negative samples.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we present a realistic multi-modal set-

ting named Group-wise Referring Expression Segmentation
(GRES), which relaxes the limitation of idealized setting of
RES and extends it to a group of related images. To facil-
itate this new setting, we introduce a challenging dataset
named GRD, which effectively simulates the real-world
scenarios by collecting images in a grouped manner and
annotating both positive and negative samples thoroughly.
Besides, a novel baseline method GRSer is proposed to ex-
plicitly capture the language-vision and vision-vision fea-
ture interactions for better comprehension of the target ob-
ject. Extensive experiments show that our method achieves
SOTA performances on GRES, RES, and Co-SOD.
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